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Abstract We present a visualization framework for explor-
ing and analyzing data sets from biomechanical and neu-
romuscular simulations. These data sets describe versatile
information related to the different stages of a motion analy-
sis. In studying these data using a 3D visualization approach,
interactive exploring is important, especially for supporting
spatial analysis. Moreover, as these data contain many vari-
ous but related elements, numerical analysis of neuromuscu-
lar simulations is complicated. Visualization techniques en-
hance the analysis process, thus improving the effectiveness
of the experiments. Our approach allows convenient defin-
itions of relationships between numerical data sets and 3D
objects. Scientific simulation data sets appropriate for this
style of analysis are present everywhere motion analysis is
performed and are predominant in many clinical works. In
this paper, we outline the functionalities of the framework
as well as applications embedded within the OpenSim sim-
ulation platform. These functionalities form an effective ap-
proach specifically designed for the investigation of neuro-
muscular simulations. This claim is supported by evaluation
experiments where the framework was used to analyze gaits
and crouch motions.
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1 Introduction
Effective visualization of biomechanical and neuromuscu-
lar simulations is a complex problem, especially as it in-
volves many different types of data in large quantities. The
increasing use of neuromuscular models in biomechanics
and motion analysis shows the need to explore and investi-
gate frameworks. Several important visualization challenges
arise from working with the data sets collected with such
technologies.
The first challenge in visualization and analysis of neu-
romuscular data sets is to highlight the spatial relationships
that are present. Motion analysis aims at producing simu-
lated data sets, but spatial components are also needed in
order to relate them within the space-time context. Thus, ef-
fective 3D spatial understanding is an important feature of
visualization systems appropriate for such data.
The second challenge in the analysis of neuromuscular
simulations lies in the fact that simulations contain several
very different stages, each using and producing their own
data sets. Such versatile information is impossible to explore
in a single specific way. Trade-off between data-driven in-
formation visualization and generic scientific visualization
is then necessary.
Creating visual representations of simulated results that
support clinically relevant conclusions is also challenging.
The most common method for depicting time-dependent
output is the two-dimensional plot, which can only depict
one parameter at a time, even though data are often corre-
lated in three or more dimensions. For complex research
questions this may result in a large number of plots. For
instance, muscular control estimation, which is often the
final simulation stage, may work on several hundreds ele-
ments [1]. Moreover, each element may contain more than
one type of information to analyze (activation, force, fiber
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length) and each of them can be relevant for the evaluation
of the simulation. We believe that plots are in such cases
only functional when exact numerical values and relations
are required, which is not always the case during the evalua-
tion process where alternative representations may be more
informative.
This inspired us to create a framework for the explo-
ration and the analysis of complex and versatile informa-
tion from neuromuscular simulations. Our system is further
differentiated by the fact that it easily defines relationships
between the data and visual representations directly within
the simulation environment. We tried, in collaboration with
biomechanics researchers, to propose a framework that is
generic enough to cope with a number types of useful evalu-
ative information. We propose visualization tasks for image-
based data sets, multi-dimensional numerical values, exter-
nal geometry based simulations and multi-simulation com-
parison.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Sect. 2 we provide some background on the nature of the
data and scientific application discussed in this work. In
Sect. 3 we discuss existing literature on biomechanical data
visualization. In the subsequent section we describe our vi-
sualization framework in detail, followed by more specifics
of the driving applicative experiment. Finally, we discuss the
contributions of our system and conclude with a prospect on
future work.
2 Background in application area and data
The framework presented here is likely to apply to explo-
ration and analysis of neuromuscular simulations of interest
to biomechanics communities and clinicians. The example
application driving the work in this paper concerns the full
process of motion analysis from the subject-specific model
creation to the multiple evaluation of muscular activities.
Today the field of neuromuscular simulations is used to
understand the underlying dynamics of living beings’ move-
ment, from gait research, treatment of patient with gait prob-
lem, to the teaching of physicians and the development of
ergonomic furniture. During the last years several platforms
have been developed, from commercial tools [1, 2] to open-
source based solutions [3] and pure in-house solutions. The
expansion of this field has also allowed the accessibility to
neuromuscular models that are capable to describe differ-
ent levels of complexity [2, 4]. This development of de-
tailed models and simulation tools has given researchers and
physicians powerful tools to create advanced simulations
and even to execute different what-if scenarios or to evalu-
ate different simulation results before the physical treatment
has even started. The standard process to fulfill a simula-
tion starts from the model that is scaled to the motion data.
Then inverse kinematics and inverse dynamics can sequen-
tially be applied. Finally, muscle control is performed and
usually compared to electromyography recording. Each step
is crucial, and cross-validations and clinical relevant obser-
vations are ideally performed to confirm the intermediate re-
sults. Research questions require analysis of versatile and
numerous data. For example: How much the model differs
from the actual studied human being? How does the mus-
cular activation change over time and how does it fit the ac-
tual electromyography recording? What feedback do we get
from simulations at other scales? How sensitive is a specific
parameter to the simulation?
Biomechanics researchers and clinicians begin their
study by collecting data from experimental trials in labs.
In our application, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of
the lower limb was first realized on several subjects. In
close collaboration with radiologists, adequate protocols for
the imaging of soft and bony tissues were defined (1.5T
Philips Medical Systems machine, axial 2D T1 Turbo Spin
Echo, TR/TE = 578/18 ms, FOV/FA = 40 cm/90◦, ma-
trix/resolution = 512 × 512/0.78 × 0.78 mm, thickness:
2 mm). These images were registered and segmented [5]
to produce a musculoskeletal model of the subjects. Then,
standing, walking and crouching motions were acquired
using eight ProReflex Qualisys IR cameras (200 Hz) syn-
chronized with two AMTI ground reaction force plates
(2000 Hz) and eight Noraxon EMG sensors (2000 Hz). The
OpenSim simulation platform [3] was used as neuromuscu-
lar platform to analyze the motions. The MotionLab tool-
box [6] was used to preprocess these data and to prepare
each step of the neuromuscular simulations. The FEBio plat-
form [7] was used to create muscular deformation simula-
tions using the subject-specific segmented data and analyzed
motions. All these data constitute the source for the visual-
ization framework presented in this paper.
3 Related work
Much of the research on biomechanical analysis finds its ori-
gins in gait analysis, the study of locomotion [8]. Many im-
provements to the standard 2D plot originate from this field.
For example, by adding a third dimension to the plots [9] or
a color coding [10], additional parameters can be visualized.
Such techniques may although unnecessarily complicate the
interpretation of the data and are not suitable for complex
and versatile information visualization as well as non-plot-
based viewable data like images and volumes.
Solutions to visualize multiple sequences and relation-
ships between them have then been proposed. For exam-
ple, Keefe et al. [11] present a multi-view framework that
explicitly supports visualization of multiple related motion
sequences. Similarly Krekel et al. [12] target the visualiza-
tion of the relationships between multiple connected joints
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by combining interactive filtering and multiple visualization
techniques. These approaches are especially tailored for the
visualization of multi-simulations and complex correlated
data sets, but are not suitable for the visualization of ver-
satile biomechanical information.
Several systems for 3D visualization of biomechanical
motion data have been developed and now benefit from an-
imated and interactively controlled 3D graphics. A primary
function of these systems is providing a view of anatomi-
cal features (e.g. bones, muscles) positioned appropriately
in 3D space. Almost all of these systems also support some
form of motion playback, often with some interactive sup-
port for adjusting camera parameters and playback speed.
Beyond simply replaying experimentally captured data, 3D
visualization systems also provide for visualization of de-
rived data. For example, computing and viewing the position
of helical axes to describe the motion of one bone relative to
another is a technique that is gaining popularity within the
biomechanics community [13, 14] providing insight into the
rotation and translational components of a complex motion.
Other examples of 3D visualization of biomedical data in-
clude applying color maps to bone surfaces [15] or muscle
surfaces [16], and drawing 3D data glyphs and tracer curves
to indicate paths of anatomical features [17]. Our framework
employs such techniques as our investigation and is not on
the introduction of novel visualization techniques but rather
on how to employ them to allow exploration and analysis
of neuromuscular simulations directly embedded within the
simulation platform.
However, as researchers in information visualization
have pointed out, 2D visualizations can also be effective
tools for multi-dimensional data analysis, especially for
identifying trends over time. This is one of the reasons why
we integrate our framework into an existing simulation plat-
form that already possesses these functionalities. Integrating
3D and 2D visualization techniques is particularly appeal-
ing because each brings a unique strength that compensates
for the other’s weakness. Analyzing motion trends using
only 3D visualization tools imposes a high cognitive load
on the user, since analysis often requires comparisons be-
tween multiple detailed motions that the user must keep in
his working memory [18]. On the other hand, when analyz-
ing motion using only 2D visualizations, the abstract rep-
resentations of the motion data do not provide the neces-
sary context for the user to understand the 3D structure of
the object or its movement in space. We believe that neuro-
muscular simulation analysis can benefit from such 2D/3D
complementarity visualizations, and we hope that this paper
contributes to the development of such framework.
4 Simulation visualization framework
The main function of the visualization framework is to cre-
ate relationships between data from neuromuscular simula-
tions and visual representations. These relationships are de-
fined by an external formal description that is editable and
initially read by the system. Each visualization has its own
set of parameters. Users just have to edit the description file
to match their simulations. We describe in the two following
sections the concept of the framework and the functionali-
ties that have been implemented so far.
4.1 Framework concept
The framework has been developed around two major com-
ponents: the tasks and the performers (see Fig. 1).
The tasks define which data need to be studied, like
marker errors or muscle activations. These values corre-
spond to inputs retrieved from a storage file of a simulation
stage or directly referenced in the description file. A task
knows how to use the information provided and how to ex-
ecute the visualization process. A task can be static, called
visual task where the data do not evolve over time, or time-
dependent, called animated task where the view is updated
with the current motion state. Tasks are launched and ended
from the GUI. Each task uses a performer to affect the view
by modifying current components (like meshes’ properties)
or adding new elements (like streamlines).
The performers execute the visualization. The tasks tell
the performers which input(s) they are submitting to them.
This is how performers expose which inputs are compatible
Fig. 1 Concept of our
visualization framework. Tasks
and performers are the major
components involved in the
visualization process
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with to the GUI. The user chooses whether to enable the per-
former and make parameterizations. For example, the mesh
painter performer knows that it will receive a scalar infor-
mation, have to convert it into color and opacity coding on a
3D geometry and finally render it.
Tasks and performers are entities decoupled from the
neuromuscular simulations for two reasons. The first one is
that we wanted to have the possibility to visualize data that
are not directly linked to a neuromuscular simulation stage
(such as the MRI and the FES tasks, see Sect. 4.2). The sec-
ond reason is that we wanted to be able to post-process the
visualization, i.e. to load off-line the data to visualize in the
GUI. This is required as users usually first run their simula-
tions without any graphics feedback to speed up the process.
4.2 Functionalities
In this section we describe the functionalities of the frame-
work which currently provides seven visualization tasks.
Each task has practical applications in the neuromuscular
analysis of motions.
4.2.1 Magnetic resonance imaging
One of the first step is to scale a generic neuromuscular
model to the current subject or patient. Several models are
available in the literature [2, 19, 20] that are usually created
as a mean subject from cadaveric data. Scaling a generic
model requires to locate anatomical landmarks on the liv-
ing subject. The uncertainty of such localizations plus the
subject-specific anatomical properties imply modeling er-
rors than are impossible to reduce without further informa-
tion on the subject. To overcome this problem, visualiza-
tion of magnetic resonance images (MRI) can be proposed.
For example, atlas-based [21] and segmentation-based [22]
modeling techniques of action lines allow the creation of
scaled models that better correspond to the subject-specific
data.
In this task we propose to visualize and manipulate MRI
within the scaled model view (see Fig. 2). Three orthogonal
slicing planes are created and the user can move them inter-
actively inside the image volume. The window/level of the
images can also be adjusted. In order to align up the posture
of the neuromuscular model and the posture of the subject
during the acquisition, a marker set describing anatomical
landmarks in the MRI volume is used. An inverse kinemat-
ics process is then executed to align up the posture of the
model.
4.2.2 Inverse kinematics
As each sequential step of a neuromuscular simulation relies
on the results of the previous step, the first ones influence
greatly the overall results. After scaling, the next step con-
sists in tracking the kinematics of the motion. Indeed, the
next steps need to solve the laws of motion that rely on the
angle-based expression of the motion, not on marker trajec-
tories in space. This process is usually realized by an inverse
kinematics (IK) solver, where degrees of freedom (DoF) are
evaluated to minimize the weighted distances between vir-
tual markers attached to the body parts and experimental
markers from motion capture. The parameterization of the
cost functions and the choice of the solver depends on the
motion and subject that are analyzed. The resulting errors
between the experimental markers and the virtual markers
during the tracking are often critical in the evaluation of a
simulation [23]. To have a method to visualize quickly these
errors will enable to point out the best and worth markers
and so improve the simulation in a more interactive way.
In this task, our framework computes the errors between
the experimental markers and the virtual markers associ-
Fig. 2 The MRI task. 3D exploration of MRI and model scaling analysis are possible using this task. Left: a general view of the lower limb;
middle: a close-up view of the knee area; right: a close-up view of the pelvis area
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Fig. 3 The IK task. IK tracking analysis is possible using this task,
here on a gait motion. Left: global marker errors are displayed so the
comparison between markers is facilitated; middle: local marker errors
are displayed so the comparison over time of each marker is facilitated;
right: a close-up view on the streamline representing the tracking of a
marker on the pelvis
ated with a motion and display them using a streamline per-
former. A streamline indicates the path followed by a vir-
tual marker while its colors represent the error to the experi-
mental marker trajectory (see Fig. 3). The user can manipu-
late online how many segments the streamlines will contain,
from 1 (average error over the whole motion) to the number
of frames (producing one color per frame). The user can also
choose to display the local error for each specific marker.
Then each streamline (i.e. each marker) will have its own
minimum and maximum values.
4.2.3 Inverse dynamics
At some point, researchers and clinicians consider the dy-
namics of the motion. Forces and moments actuating the
human body will be investigated. Inverse dynamics meth-
ods are then employed. The principle consists in solving the
second fundamental law of motion according to the external
forces applied on the human body, and the mass, inertia and
angular acceleration of its body parts. Visualizing forces and
moments over time using plots can be tedious when a user
wants at the same time to know the corresponding motion
phase (typically in the gait cycle), or when the number of
data (related to the number of DoF) is large.
In this task, we visualize forces and moments directly on
the model while the motion is played, so the user can save
time to analyze simulation results from an inverse dynam-
ics analysis. We demonstrate here the visualization of mo-
ments around rotational DoF by arrows-glyphs directly in
the model view (see Fig. 4). The direction of an arrow lies
along the rotational axis of the corresponding DoF and its
size represents the magnitude of the moment. Its location is
the center of the corresponding joint. A user-defined scale
factor indicates the ratio between the size of the arrows (in
meter) and the magnitude of the moment (in N·m). The user
can also interactively (de)select the visualized moments.
4.2.4 Computer muscle control
The most valuable stage of a neuromuscular simulation is
the computation of the muscular activities. Usually either
static optimization or computer muscle control algorithms
are used for that purpose. A full-body model can integrate
several hundreds of muscles [1] composed themselves of
several action lines. A thorough 2D plot investigation of re-
sulting data sets requires time that users can most of the time
not afford. 3D visualization provides a suitable interface for
the exploration and the analysis of these data sets [16].
In this task, our framework can display muscular forces
or activations on 3D surfaces using color and opacity prop-
erties. Some simulation platforms [3] allow the visualization
of activations directly on action line representations. As the
data are related to muscles, a better way would be to visual-
ize the results on the muscle geometries (see Fig. 5). These
geometries can typically be generated from MRI-based seg-
mented data sets. To associate the muscle geometries to the
corresponding activations or forces, our framework defines
assignments in the configuration file. The goal of the assign-
ments is to create relationships between 3D geometries of
body parts of the current model and action lines that exist
in the model. In each assignment, several action lines can be
assigned to several geometries. When several geometries are
specified, their visualization properties will be duplicated.
When several action lines are specified, the user can de-
fine weights. Let a be the activation value for the muscle
M the user want to visualize, a1, . . . , an the activation val-
ues of the action lines modeling M , and w1, . . . ,wn their
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Fig. 4 The ID task. Forces and moments are visualized. Direction and
magnitude of the glyphs give intuitive information on the dynamics of
the motion. Left and middle: two full-body moment visualizations at
different gait time; right: a close-up view on the three moments around
the right hip during stance phase
Fig. 5 The CMC task. Action line activations are visualized on segmented muscle meshes during a gait cycle. The evaluation of areas of activity
allows the intuitive biofeedback of neuromuscular simulations
weights, with
∑n
i wi = 1. Then, our framework calculates
a = ∑ni wi × ai . If no weight is given, a default weight of 1n
is used for each of the n action lines. Either color or opacity
can then be used to visualize the activation or force of each
muscle. The color and opacity maps can also be edited by
the user.
4.2.5 Electromyography validation
Electromyography (EMG) is a method for recording and
evaluating the muscular activity. It detects the electrical po-
tential generated by muscle cells when these are activated
or at rest. There are two main kinds of EMG, surface EMG
(sEMG) and needle EMG which measures the muscle po-
tential inside a muscle. EMG is used in several applications,
such as clinical use in diagnosis of neurological and neu-
romuscular problems. In neuromuscular simulations, EMG
signals can be used either to drive a simulation or as valida-
tion data where the simulated muscular excitation patterns
have to be correlated to the captured EMG signal. EMG is
one of the few methods that provide a window on muscle ac-
tivity and hence muscle force production during functional
movements (see [24] for a review on recording and process-
ing sEMG data).
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Fig. 6 The EMG task. Muscle activation patterns are compared to ac-
tual EMG signals. From left to right (synchronized on the same crouch
time): the exact method shows the small direct differences in blue and
the larger in red; the derivative method uses the same principle on
the first derivative values; the sign function shows the differences in
the trends (blue: wrongly negative, white: same trend, red: wrongly
positive); the threshold function shows if muscular activities are un-
derestimated (blue), overestimated (red) or in the same range (white)
than the EMG
In this task, EMG data are preprocessed and then com-
pared to simulated muscle activation patterns. The frame-
work applies the following manipulations. First, the peak
value from maximum voluntary contraction trials are used in
order to normalize the EMG signal of each recorded muscle.
Then the signals can optionally be rectified (mean offset cor-
rection plus absolute valuation), filtered (low-pass at a user-
defined frequency) and re-sampled (at a user-defined time
step). Finally, the comparison with the simulated muscle ac-
tivation is realized. The framework provides four frame-by-
frame comparison functions.
• The exact function compares directly the processed value
of each EMG with its corresponding action line(s).
• The derivative function compares the first derivative of
the EMG and activation values.
• The sign function compares the sign of the first derivative
of the EMG and activation values.
• The threshold function defines whether or not EMG and
activation values are above a common threshold.
These functions return a value that is used to map colors
on the corresponding meshes (see Fig. 6). Color maps and
relationships between signals and geometries are defined as
in Sect. 4.2.4.
4.2.6 Finite element simulation
As we have previously discussed, computational methods
for simulating motion have primarily used muscle-driven
multi-body dynamics, in which neuromuscular control is
optimized. Such simulations generally represent joints and
soft-tissue as simple kinematic or elastic elements for com-
putational efficiency. These assumptions limit applications
in studies such as ligament injury or osteoarthritis, where
local tissue loading must be predicted. Conversely, tissue
can be simulated using the finite element (FE) method, but
this does not represent the effects of whole body dynam-
ics and neuromuscular control. Coupling the two domains
would overcome these limitations and allow prediction of
movement strategies guided by tissue stresses. Researchers
have already demonstrated benefits of such approaches on
foot modeling in gait analysis [25] and on limited sets of
lower limb muscles during contraction [26].
This visualization task aims at visualizing finite element
simulation results directly inside the neuromuscular plat-
form. For example, for users running static optimization or
computer muscle control to estimate muscle forces and us-
ing them as input for FE simulations, this task provides a
visual feedback of their simulations. In the current state of
the framework, the task can manipulate only 3D descriptions
of the geometries of objects over time. No other data (pres-
sure, temperature, strain, stress) are imported. The task so
displays the geometrical modifications and colors the cells
according to these modifications (see Fig. 7).
4.2.7 Sensitivity study
An ideal neuromuscular model should use subject-specific
kinematical and muscle parameters in order to accurately
estimate postures and muscle forces. However, because
subject-specific properties are difficult to measure and de-
velopment of novel simulations is time-consuming, generic
parameters are used in most of simulation studies even when
the muscle parameters of neuromuscular disorder subjects
are quite different from the generic ones. As a result, it is
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Fig. 7 The FES task. Multi-scale simulations are visualized simul-
taneously, allowing the analysis of interactions, for example between
tissue, movement and internal activity. A FE simulation of the deforma-
tion of vastus muscles is shown concurrently with the neuromuscular
simulation that has been used to set up the FE simulation
Fig. 8 The SS task. Volume rendering is used to visualize multi-
simulation data sets especially designed for sensitivity studies. This
figure presents hip flexors activities according to the right HJC loca-
tion during gait. Left: the global view of the neuromuscular model with
the 3D volume; middle: a close-up view on the right hip; right: a 3D
volume view, each voxel corresponds to a simulated HJC position and
the red-opacity scale represents the flexors forces
necessary to evaluate the influence of using generic parame-
ters on neuromuscular models. Researchers and clinicians
develop then sensitivity studies in order to introduce pertur-
bations in the model. For example, the localization of the
subject-specific hip joint center (HJC) is difficult as it is far
from palpable bony landmarks. Errors in HJC localization
that are as small as 20 mm may lead to substantial inaccu-
racies in hip kinematics and moments calculations [27] and
moments arms of muscles that cross the hip [28]. A study
on muscle properties sensitivity for gait simulation suggests
that it is especially important to use accurate values of ten-
don slack length and optimal fiber length for ankle plantar-
flexors and knee extensors [29].
This task is especially designed to visualize results
of sensitivity studies. Volume rendering is used to dis-
play quantitative information according to a 3-dimensional
perturbation of the simulation (model or computational
method). The framework first loads the set of simulations
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and stores them according to their locations in the user’s 3D
volume. Different options are available, such as the defini-
tion of missing data, the size of the voxels or the color map.
Then the framework shows the 3D volume in the model view
using a ray tracing method that sums up the values of one (or
more) specific parameter from the simulations (see Fig. 8).
5 Application to neuromuscular simulation
An evaluation experiment was performed on neuromuscular
simulations of gait and crouch motions for several subjects
(see data acquisition in Sect. 2). This section describes how
the visualization framework can be used to analyze resulting
data and present feedback from domain scientists.
5.1 Exploring and analyzing the data sets
As raised in Sect. 4.2, the implemented functionalities pro-
vide a large range of analysis possibilities.
Figure 3 shows for example clearly that the upper body
markers are unworthily tracked while large errors also ap-
pear on feet markers at gait toe-off. These types of infor-
mation are useful to adjust weights and algorithms during
the IK stage. Interaction between computation and tracking
estimation is so faster and more intuitive.
The concurrent use of CMC (Fig. 5) and EMG (Fig. 6)
tasks demonstrates that researchers will have the possibility
to point out efficiently model related and simulation related
problems. For example, we can see here that vastus lateralis
and gastrocnemius muscles might have problems in their ac-
tivation patterns. Muscle properties and simulation parame-
ters can then be updated in that direction.
From Fig. 8 we can observe easily that hip flexors require
the production of larger forces to actuate the reference gait
motion when the hip joint center is moved anteriorly and
inferiorly. Such interpretation would have been much more
difficult and time-consuming without the help of the visual-
ization task.
5.2 Feedback from domain scientists
While we have yet to perform extended analysis of the use of
this framework by biomechanics researchers and clinicians,
we have collected some initial feedback from the OpenSim
users community. The first free public version of the frame-
work has been made available in may 2010, and has been
tested by more than forty users in the following few months.
The framework is available as an OpenSim plug-in at the
following URL: https://simtk.org/home/visutoolopensim/.
Feedback was positive, especially for the IK and CMC
tasks which were the most used and where the benefits were
highlighted. EMG and SS tasks have been made available
only recently. The feedback reinforces the importance of de-
veloping 3D visualization task for the investigating of neu-
romuscular data.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a framework to create sci-
entific visualizations of neuromuscular data. The visualiza-
tions are tightly integrated within the neuromuscular graph-
ical user interface to ease interactions between data visu-
alizations and simulations. Versatile information related to
the different stages of a neuromuscular analysis can be ex-
plored and analyzed in a common framework. It has cur-
rently the ability to perform visualization of MR images,
inverse kinematics errors, inverse dynamics torques, muscle
activity, validation against EMG signals, FE simulations and
sensitivity studies using adequate visual representations.
The visualization framework has worked very early with
the concept of task (describing what users want to visual-
ize) and performer (describing how users want to perform
the visualization). Future work includes the development of
additional tasks and performers according to additional bio-
mechanics researchers and clinicians requirements. Video
recording rendering and more concurrent multi-scale sim-
ulations visualizations are some examples. The comparative
study of our framework usability on other simulation plat-
forms than OpenSim will also be investigated.
The framework was also designed to allow an easy ex-
tension of its functionalities. To create a new mode of visu-
alization, a new task and/or a new performer has to be cre-
ated. Class factories are available to create them intuitively.
We so hope future developers will use and extend existing
tasks and performers to create new visualization functional-
ities targeting their needs.
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